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INE - CCIE Routing & Switching Self-Paced Bootcamps

	INE's CCIE Routing & Switching Advanced Technologies Bootcamp is the first step in understanding CCIE level technologies and

is a companion to the Advanced Technologies Lab Workbook. Each technology you need to know for the CCIE Routing &

Switching lab will be described in detail using an instructor led hands on demonstration. The class consists of nearly 80 hours of in

depth explanations and examples.  At your convenience, join our highly certified team of CCIE instructors for a comprehensive look

at lab exam blueprint topics. The CCIE Routing & Switching Advanced Technologies Bootcamp is presented on-screen using a

sequence of slides, lectures, explanations, diagrams, and live command-line viewing. This 80+ hour class is presented in an easy to

follow format and allows you to choose from a variety of convenient study methods.   Bootcamp Outline  Week One of the

bootcamp includes 40+ hours of hands-on lecture on core CCIE Routing & Switching topics, and is spent exposing the fundamental

principles behind the technologies covered in the CCIE Routing & Switching Lab Exam. This week is designed to provide you with

foundational technical understanding, not to supply candidates with tips and tricks to pass your Lab Exam.  Week Two of bootcamp

includes another 40+ hours of hands-on lecture of advanced topics and scenarios. This second week of the advanced technologies

bootcamp will take the student's understanding to the next level required to obtain the CCIE certification. Candidates will delve deep

into advanced implementations of the topics covered in week one, as well as into advanced interactions that occur when technologies

are implemented in tandem. Understanding the topics covered in week two will ensure that students are ready to take the next step in

their CCIE preparation, applying the technologies in full-scale 8-hour lab scenarios.  Week 1     * Layer 2 Technologies    * IP

Routing    * Quality of Service    * IP Services    * Security    Week 2     * Layer 2 Technologies    * IP Routing    * Quality of

Service    * IP Services    * Security    * MPLS VPN    * New Security Features  This Bootcamp is also beneficial to those CCIE

candidates who have attempted the actual CCIE lab exam without passing and need to build on their understanding of the

fundamental topics. These topics include IGP Redistribution, BGP, IPv6, and QoS.  Download&#160; | Size: 7.39 GB  [This hidden
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